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In this paper extensions of the classical Fourier, fractional Fourier and Radon transforms to
superspace are studied. Previously, a Fourier transform in superspace was already studied,
but with a different kernel. In this work, the fermionic part of the Fourier kernel has
a natural symplectic structure, derived using a Clifford analysis approach. Several basic
properties of these three transforms are studied. Using suitable generalizations of the
Hermite polynomials to superspace (see [H. De Bie, F. Sommen, Hermite and Gegenbauer
polynomials in superspace using Clifford analysis, J. Phys. A 40 (2007) 10441–10456]) an
eigenfunction basis for the Fourier transform is constructed.
© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In a previous set of papers (see [6–9,11]) we have developed a new approach to the study of superspace. This approach is
not based on algebraic geometry as in [2,19,20], nor on differential geometry as in [14,18,22], but instead on a generalization
of Clifford analysis, i.e. a hypercomplex function theory of functions taking values in Clifford algebras (see [3,13]). In short,
this means that by introducing suitable orthogonal and symplectic Clifford algebra generators, we were able to deﬁne a.o.
a Dirac operator which squares to a super Laplace operator and several other important types of operators in superspace,
thus constructing a representation of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2).
The advantage of our approach is that it has allowed a.o. for a strong motivation for the Berezin integral (see [11] and [4])
using notions from classical harmonic analysis. We were also able to construct an elegant generalization of Cauchy’s integral
formula to superspace (see [5]), thus providing more insight in the nature of fermionic integration.
The aim of the present paper is to use this newly developed framework to study generalizations of the Fourier, the
fractional Fourier and the Radon transform to superspace. This is of course not a new idea. Several other authors have
already developed a Fourier calculus on superspace. Without claiming completeness, we refer the reader to e.g. [14,17,23].
Apart from the fact that these authors work in different versions of superanalysis, the main difference is that we use another
kernel to deﬁne the Fourier transform. Without going into further detail now, we will deﬁne the fermionic (i.e. with respect
to the anti-commuting variables) Fourier transform as:
F0|2n
(
f (x)
)
(y) = (2π)n
∫
B,x
ei〈x,y〉 f (x)
where the integration is the Berezin integral with respect to the x variables and with
〈x, y〉 = 〈x, y〉s =
n∑
j=1
(
x`2 j−1 y`2 j − x`2 j y`2 j−1
)
.
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〈x, y〉 = 〈x, y〉o =
2n∑
j=1
x` j y` j .
The use of this new kernel is quite crucial for the resulting calculus. First of all, we have that 〈x, y〉s = 〈y, x〉s whereas
〈x, y〉o = −〈y, x〉o . Secondly, 〈x, y〉s is invariant under symplectic changes of basis, while 〈x, y〉o is invariant under the
orthogonal group.
A drawback of our approach is that we can only consider even numbers of anti-commuting variables, due to the symplec-
tic structure. However, this also has some advantages, in that it makes the Berezin integral an even operator, independently
of the dimension. Moreover, in this case the fermionic delta distribution satisﬁes δ(x − y) = δ(y − x) (as classically) which
is not the case when considering odd numbers of anti-commuting variables.
Another advantage of our approach is that this Fourier transform behaves nicely with respect to the fermionic Laplace
operator (which has the corresponding symplectic structure of the Fourier kernel). This allows us to construct an eigenbasis
of the Fourier transform using the Clifford–Hermite functions, introduced in [9]. As a consequence, we obtain an operator
exponential expression of the Fourier transform, which enables us to deﬁne a fractional Fourier transform (see e.g. [21]) in
superspace and to study some of its properties.
We are also able to deﬁne a Radon transform in superspace by means of the central-slice theorem (see [12,16]) which
connects the classical Radon transform with two consecutive Fourier transformations. Again we will show that this trans-
form behaves nicely with respect to the Clifford–Hermite functions.
In a subsequent paper (see [10]), we use the here developed Fourier transform to study a Schrödinger operator with
delta (or Dirac) potential in superspace. Our method yields the wave function and the energy as function of the so-called
super-dimension M , for all numerical values M  1.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a short introduction to Clifford analysis in superspace, focusing
on the notions needed in the sequel. In Section 3 we deﬁne the fermionic Fourier transform using the symplectic kernel and
we study its basic properties. Then in Section 4 we deﬁne the general Fourier transform, we study its eigenfunctions and we
establish its operator exponential form. In Section 5 we apply the general Fourier transform to determine the fundamental
solution of the super Laplace operator. The operator exponential form of the Fourier transform is used in Section 6 to deﬁne
the fractional Fourier transform. Finally, the previous results on the Fourier transform are used in Section 7 to deﬁne the
Radon transform in superspace.
2. Preliminaries
The basic algebra of interest in the study of Clifford analysis in superspace (see [6,7]) is the real algebra P =
Alg(xi, ei; x` j, e` j), i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . ,2n, generated by
• m commuting variables xi and m orthogonal Clifford generators ei ,
• 2n anti-commuting variables x`i and 2n symplectic Clifford generators e`i ,
subject to the multiplication relations
⎧⎨⎩
xix j = x jxi,
x`i x` j = −x` j x`i,
xi x` j = x` j xi,
and
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
e jek + eke j = −2δ jk,
e`2 j e`2k − e`2ke`2 j = 0,
e`2 j−1e`2k−1 − e`2k−1e`2 j−1 = 0,
e`2 j−1e`2k − e`2ke`2 j−1 = δ jk,
e je`k + e`ke j = 0,
and where moreover all generators ei , e` j commute with all variables xi , x` j .
Denoting by Λ2n the Grassmann algebra generated by the anti-commuting variables x` j and by C the algebra generated
by all the Clifford numbers ei, e` j , we clearly have that
P = R[x1, . . . , xm] ⊗Λ2n ⊗ C.
In the case where n = 0 we have that C ∼= R0,m , the standard orthogonal Clifford algebra with signature (−1, . . . ,−1).
Similarly, the algebra generated by the e` j is isomorphic with the Weyl algebra over a vectorspace of dimension 2n equipped
with the canonical symplectic form.
The most important element of the algebra P is the vector variable x = x+ x` with
x =
m∑
xiei,
i=1
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2n∑
j=1
x` j e` j .
One easily calculates that
x2 = x`2 + x2 =
n∑
j=1
x`2 j−1 x`2 j −
m∑
j=1
x2j .
If we consider two different vector variables x and y, then we deﬁne
〈x, y〉 = 1
2
{x, y} = −
m∑
i=1
xi yi + 12
n∑
j=1
(
x`2 j−1 y`2 j − x`2 j y`2 j−1
)
.
It is clear that this product is symmetric: 〈x, y〉 = 〈y, x〉. Moreover, it is invariant under co-ordinate changes of the type
SO(m)× Sp(2n). In the sequel we will use 〈x, y〉 as the kernel for our super Fourier transform.
The super Dirac operator is deﬁned as
∂x = ∂x` − ∂x = 2
n∑
j=1
(
e`2 j∂x`2 j−1 − e`2 j−1∂x`2 j
)− m∑
j=1
e j∂x j ,
its square being the super Laplace operator
 = ∂2x = 4
n∑
j=1
∂x`2 j−1∂x`2 j −
m∑
j=1
∂2x j .
The bosonic part of the latter operator is b = −∑mj=1 ∂2x j , which is nothing else but the classical Laplace operator; the
fermionic part is  f = 4∑nj=1 ∂x`2 j−1∂x`2 j .
The Euler operator in superspace is deﬁned as
E =
m∑
j=1
x j∂x j +
2n∑
j=1
x` j∂x` j
and allows for the decomposition of P into spaces of homogeneous C-valued polynomials:
P =
∞⊕
k=0
Pk, Pk = {ω ∈P | Eω = kω}.
For the other important operators in super Clifford analysis we refer the reader to [6,7]. Letting ∂x act on x we ﬁnd that
∂xx = x∂x =m − 2n = M
where M is the so-called super-dimension. This super-dimension is of the utmost importance (see e.g. [11]), as it gives a
global characterization of our superspace. The physical meaning of this parameter is discussed in [9].
The basic calculational rules for the Dirac and Laplace operator on the algebra P are given in the following lemma
(see [7]). They are a consequence of the operator equality
x∂x + ∂xx = 2E + M.
Lemma 1. Let s ∈ N and Rk ∈Pk, then
∂x
(
x2s Rk
)= 2sx2s−1Rk + x2s∂xRk,
∂x
(
x2s+1Rk
)= (2k + M + 2s)x2s Rk − x2s+1∂xRk,

(
x2s Rk
)= 2s(2k + M + 2s − 2)x2s−2Rk + x2sRk.
We have the following important deﬁnitions.
Deﬁnition 1. A (super)-spherical harmonic of degree k is an element Hk ∈P satisfying
Hk = 0,
EHk = kHk, i.e. Hk ∈Pk.
The space of spherical harmonics of degree k will be denoted by Hk .
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Mk = 0,
EMk = kMk, i.e. Mk ∈Pk.
The space of spherical monogenics of degree k will be denoted by Mk .
The space of spherical harmonics of degree k in the purely bosonic case (i.e. n = 0) is denoted by Hbk . In the purely
fermionic case (i.e. m = 0) we use the notation H fk .
In [4] we have proven the following decomposition of the space of spherical harmonics of degree k, which we will need
when studying eigenfunctions of the super Fourier transform.
Theorem 1 (Decomposition ofHk). The spaceHk decomposes under the action of SO(m)× Sp(2n) into irreducible pieces as follows:
Hk =
min(n,k)⊕
i=0
Hbk−i ⊗H fi ⊕
min(n,k−1)−1⊕
j=0
min(n− j,	 k− j2 
)⊕
l=1
fl,k−2l− j, jHbk−2l− j ⊗H fj , (1)
with fl,k−2l− j, j the polynomials given by
fk,p,q =
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − q − i)!
(m2 + p + k − i)
x2k−2i x`2i .
For studying integral transforms in superspace we need of course a broader set of functions. For our purposes we deﬁne
the function spaces
F(Ω)m|2n =F(Ω) ⊗ Λ2n ⊗ C
where Ω is an open set in Rm and where F(Ω) stands for D(Ω), Ck(Ω), Lp(Ω), Lloc1 (Ω), S(Rm), . . . .
Integration over superspace is given by the so-called Berezin integral (see [1,2]), deﬁned as∫
Rm|2n,x
f =
∫
Rm
dV (x)
∫
B,x
f
with ∫
B,x
= π−n∂x`2n . . . ∂x`1 =
(−1)nπ−n
4nn! ∂
2n
x` .
The subscript x means that we are integrating with respect to the x variables. The numerical factor π−n is necessary to
obtain more symmetric formulae. It also appears naturally in our treatment of the Berezin integral (see [11, Theorem 11]).
This deﬁnition means that one ﬁrst has to differentiate f with respect to all anti-commuting variables and then to
integrate w.r.t. the commuting variables in the usual way. This integration recipe may seem rather haphazard but it can be
explained in a satisfactory way using harmonic analysis in superspace (see [4,11]).
We can also introduce a super Dirac distribution as
δ(x) = πnδ(x)x`1 . . . x`2n = π
n
n! δ(x)x`
2n
with δ(x) the classical Dirac distribution in Rm . As we always work with an even number of anti-commuting variables, we
have that both the Berezin integral and the Dirac distribution are even objects, independently of the dimension.
Let us now introduce the Clifford–Hermite polynomials (see [9]) by means of their Rodrigues formula. Let Mk be a
spherical monogenic of degree k, then we deﬁne
CHt,M(Mk)(x) = exp
(−x2/2)(∂x + x)t exp(x2/2)Mk = exp(−x2)(∂x)t exp(x2)Mk.
It is easily seen that
CHt,M(Mk)(x) = CHt,M,k(x)Mk
with CHt,M,k(x) a polynomial in the vector variable x, not depending on the precise form of Mk , but only on the integer k.
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lator in superspace (see [9]). In the sequel we will also need a rescaled version of them, deﬁned by
C˜Ht,M(Mk)(x) = exp
(−x2/2)(∂x)t exp(x2/2)Mk.
We can also construct scalar-valued versions of the Clifford–Hermite polynomials. This is due to the fact that (∂x + x)2 is
a scalar operator:
(∂x + x)2 =  + x2 + 2E + M.
We hence obtain the scalar valued polynomials
CH2t,M(Hk)(x) = exp
(−x2/2)(∂x + x)2t exp(x2/2)Hk
with Hk a spherical harmonic of degree k.
Note that in the case where M /∈ −2N the Clifford–Hermite polynomials form a basis for P . Consequently, the (C-valued)
functions φ j,k,l(x) deﬁned by
φ j,k,l(x) = (∂x + x) jM(l)k exp x2/2= CH j,M,k(x)M(l)k exp x2/2,
with M(l)k a basis of Mk , indexed by l, form a basis for the function space S(Rm)m|2n . Similarly, we have that the (scalar)
functions ψ j,k,l(x) deﬁned by
ψ j,k,l(x) = (∂x + x)2 j H(l)k exp x2/2 = CH2 j,M,k(x)H(l)k exp x2/2,
with H(l)k a basis of Hk , indexed by l, form a basis for the space S(Rm) ⊗ Λ2n .
Finally, we deﬁne the convolution of two functions f and g as
f ∗ g(u) =
∫
Rm|2n,x
f (u − x)g(x).
This operation is clearly not commutative; however note that
f ∗ g(u) =
∫
Rm|2n,x
f (u − x)g(x)
=
∫
Rm|2n,x
∫
Rm|2n,y
δ(y + x− u) f (y)g(x)
=
∫
Rm|2n,y
f (y)
∫
Rm|2n,x
δ(y + x− u)g(x)
=
∫
Rm|2n,y
f (y)g(u − y).
3. The bosonic and fermionic Fourier transform
3.1. The bosonic Fourier transform
We deﬁne the classical Fourier transform of a function f ∈ L1(Rm) as follows:
F±m|0( f )(y) = (2π)−m/2
∫
Rm
dV (x)exp
(
±i
m∑
i=1
xi yi
)
f (x).
The properties of this transform are very well known, we refer the reader to e.g. [24]. In the sequel we will need the
following important theorem.
Theorem 2. Let Hl(x) ∈Hbl be a spherical harmonic of degree l. Then one has
F±m|0
(
Hl(x)exp
(
x2/2
))
(y) = (±i)l Hl(y)exp
(
y2/2
)
.
Proof. See e.g. [24]. 
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We start by introducing the following kernel:
K±(x, y) = exp
(
∓ i
2
n∑
j=1
(
x`2 j−1 y`2 j − x`2 j y`2 j−1
))
. (2)
Easy calculations show that
∂x`2i K
±(x, y) = ± i
2
y`2i−1K±(x, y),
∂x`2i−1 K
±(x, y) = ∓ i
2
y`2i K
±(x, y),
∂ y`2i K
±(x, y) = ± i
2
x`2i−1K±(x, y),
∂ y`2i−1 K
±(x, y) = ∓ i
2
x`2i K
±(x, y).
Using the kernel (2) we deﬁne the fermionic Fourier transform on the Grassmann algebra Λ2n , generated by the x`i , as
F±0|2n(·)(y) = (2π)n
∫
B,x
K±(x, y)(·). (3)
Remark 1. Note that the kernel K±(x, y) is symmetric
K±(x, y) = K±(y, x).
This is clearly not the case if one would use the kernel
exp
(
∓i
2n∑
j=1
x` j y` j
)
as is done in e.g. [14,17,23]. Moreover, our deﬁnition is invariant under symplectic changes of variables, whereas the other
approach is invariant under the orthogonal group.
Now we have the following basic lemma.
Lemma 2. If g ∈ Λ2n, then one has
F±0|2n(∂x`2i g) = ∓
i
2
y`2i−1F±0|2n(g),
F±0|2n(∂x`2i−1 g) = ±
i
2
y`2iF±0|2n(g),
F±0|2n
(
x`2i g
)= ±2i∂ y`2i−1F±0|2n(g),
F±0|2n
(
x`2i−1g
)= ∓2i∂ y`2iF±0|2n(g).
Proof. We only prove the ﬁrst relation, the other proofs being completely similar:
F±0|2n(∂x`2i g) = (2π)n
∫
B,x
K±(x, y)(∂x`2i g)
= (2π)n
∫
B,x
∂x`2i
[
K±(x, y)g
]− (2π)n ∫
B,x
[
∂x`2i K
±(x, y)
]
g
= −(2π)n
∫
B,x
[
∂x`2i K
±(x, y)
]
g
= ∓ i
2
y`2i−1(2π)n
∫
B,x
K±(x, y)g
= ∓ i y`2i−1F±0|2n(g). 2
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leads to the following.
Corollary 1. One has the following relations:
F±0|2n(∂x` g) = ±i y`F±0|2n(g), F±0|2n( f g) = − y` 2F±0|2n(g),
F±0|2n(x`g) = ±i∂ y`F±0|2n(g), F±0|2n
(
x`2g
)= − fF±0|2n(g).
Now let us calculate the fermionic Fourier transform of some simple functions:
(i) F±0|2n(x`2n) = n!F±0|2n(x`1 . . . x`2n) = n!2n .
(ii) F±0|2n(x`2k).
We ﬁrst need the following formula:
∂2n−2kx` x`
2n = 2n(2n − 2− 2n)∂2n−2k−2x` x`2n−2
= · · ·
= 22n−2k(−1)n−k n!(n − k!)
k! x`
2k
.
We then obtain the following result:
F±0|2n(x`2k) =
(−1)n−k
22n−2k
k!
n!(n − k)!F
±
0|2n
(
∂2n−2kx` x`
2n)
= 1
22n−2k
k!
n!(n − k)! y`
2n−2kF±0|2n
(
x`2n
)
= 22k−n k!
(n − k)! y`
2n−2k
.
(iii) The fermionic Fourier transform of the Gaussian exp(x`2/2):
F±0|2n
(
exp
(
x`2/2
))= n∑
j=0
F±0|2n
(
x`2 j
2 j j!
)
=
n∑
j=0
22 j−n
2 j j!
j!
(n − j)! y`
2n−2 j
=
n∑
j=0
y` 2n−2 j
2n− j(n − j)!
= exp( y` 2/2).
So we conclude that the Gaussian function is invariant under the fermionic Fourier transform (as would be expected).
Now we turn our attention to the inversion of the Fourier transform. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 3 (Inversion). One has that
F±0|2n ◦F∓0|2n = idΛ2n .
Proof. As the Fourier transform is linear, it suﬃces to give the proof for a monomial xA = x`α11 . . . x`α2n2n with αi ∈ {0,1}. We
then ﬁnd, using Lemma 2:
F+0|2nF−0|2n(xA) = (2i)|A|(−1)
∑
α2iF+0|2n
(
∂
α1
y`2
∂
α2
y`1
. . . ∂
α2n−1
y`2n
∂
α2n
y`2n−1
F−0|2n(1)
)
= (2i)|A|(−1)
∑
α2i
(
i
2
)|A|
(−1)
∑
α2i−1 x`α11 . . . x`
α2n
2n F+0|2nF−0|2n(1)
= xAF+0|2n
(
2−n
n! y`
2n
)
= xA .
Similarly we ﬁnd that F− F+ (xA) = xA . 0|2n 0|2n
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Now we take the ﬁrst important step in the construction of an eigenbasis of the Fourier transform.
Theorem 4. Let Hl(x) ∈H fl be a spherical harmonic of degree l. Then one has
F±0|2n
(
Hl(x)exp
(
x`2/2
))
(y) = (±i)l Hl(y)exp
(
y` 2/2
)
.
Proof. As we have that (see [11, Theorem 10])∫
B,x
exp
(
x`2/2
)
R =
n∑
k=0
(−1)k(2π)−n
2kk!
(
kf R
)
(0)
with R ∈ Λ2n , we ﬁnd that
F±0|2n
(
Hl(x)exp
(
x`2/2
))= n∑
k=0
(−1)k
2kk! 
k
f
(
K±(x, y)Hl(x)
)
(0)
=
n∑
k=0
2n∑
j=0
(−1)k(±i) j
2kk! j! 
k
f
(
(−1) j〈x`, y`〉 j Hl(x)
)
(0)
=
n∑
kl/2
(−1)k(±i)2k−l
2kk!(2k − l)! 
k
f
(
(−1)2k−l〈x`, y`〉2k−l Hl(x)
)
with 〈x`, y`〉 =∑nj=1(x`2 j−1 y`2 j − x`2 j y`2 j−1)/2.
In a similar way as in [11, Theorem 7 (Funk–Hecke)], it is proven that the following relation holds:
sf (−1)k〈x`, y`〉kHl(x) =
22ss!n!
(n − s)!α
∗
l
(
tk
)
Hl(y) y`
k−l
(−1)(k−l)/2
with k + l = 2s 2n and with
α∗l (t
k) = k!(n −
k+l
2 )!
(k − l)!n!
π− 12 (−1) k+l2
2l

(
k − l + 1
2
)
if k + l even, k l
= 0 if k + l odd
= 0 if k < l.
Now
n∑
kl/2
(−1)k(±i)2k−l
2kk!(2k − l)! 
k
f
(
(−1)2k−l〈x`, y`〉2k−l Hl(x)
)
=
n−l∑
p=0
(−1)l+p(±i)l+2p
2l+p(l + p)!(l + 2p)!
l+p
f
(
(−1)l+2p〈x`, y`〉l+2pHl(x)
)
=
n−l∑
p=0
(−1)l+p(±i)l+2p
2l+p(l + p)!(l + 2p)!
22l+2p(l + p)!n!
(n − l − p)! α
∗
l
(
tl+2p
)
Hl(y) y`
2p
(−1)p
=
n−l∑
p=0
(−1)l+p(±i)l+2p
(l + 2p)!
2l+pn!
(n − l − p)!
(l + 2p)!(n − l − p)!
(2p)!n!
π− 12 (−1)l+p
2l

(
2p + 1
2
)
Hl(y) y`
2p
(−1)p
= (±i)l
n−l∑
p=0
y` 2p
2p p! Hl(y)
= (±i)l
n∑
p=0
y` 2p
2p p! Hl(y)
= (±i)l Hl(y)exp
(
y` 2/2
)
where we have used the fact that y` 2kHl(y) = 0 if k > n − l. 
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because of the following decomposition (see [4])
Λ2n =
n⊕
k=0
(
n−k⊕
j=0
x`2 jH fk
)
. (4)
Theorem 5. One has that
F±0|2n
(
x`2kH fl
)= (±i)l 22k+l−nk!
(n − k − l)! y`
2n−2k−2lH fl
with l n and k n − l.
Proof. Immediately by using Theorem 4 and noting that F±0|2n maps k-homogeneous elements of Λ2n to (2n − k)-
homogeneous elements. 
We also have a Parseval theorem for the fermionic Fourier transform.
Theorem 6 (Parseval). Let f , g ∈ Λ2n. Then one has∫
B,x
f (x)g(x) =
∫
B,y
F±0|2n( f )(y)F±0|2n(g)(y)
where the bar denotes the standard complex conjugation.
Proof. The right-hand side is calculated as follows:∫
B,y
F±0|2n( f )(y)F±0|2n(g)(y) = (2π)2n
∫
B,y
∫
B,u
∫
B,v
e∓i〈 y`,u`〉e±i〈 y`,v`〉 f (u)g(v)
= (2π)n
∫
B,u
∫
B,v
[
(2π)n
∫
B,y
e∓i〈 y`,u`−v`〉
]
f (u)g(v)
= (2π)n
∫
B,u
∫
B,v
2−n
n! (u` − v`)
2n f (u)g(v)
=
∫
B,u
∫
B,v
δ(u` − v`) f (u)g(v)
=
∫
B,u
f (u)g(u). 
4. General Fourier transform
Now we deﬁne a Fourier transform on the whole superspace by
F±m|2n = (2π)−M/2
∫
Rm
dV (x)
∫
B,x
exp
(∓i〈x, y〉)
= (2π)−M/2
∫
Rm
dV (x)
∫
B,x
exp
(
±i
(
m∑
i=1
xi yi − 12
n∑
j=1
(
x`2 j−1 y`2 j − x`2 j y`2 j−1
)))
.
We immediately have that
F±m|2n =F±m|0 ◦F±0|2n =F±0|2n ◦F±m|0 (5)
which allows us to use the results of the previous section to study the general Fourier transform.
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F±m|2n ◦F∓m|2n = idS(Rm)m|2n
and consequently that F±m|2n is an isomorphism of S(Rm)m|2n.
Proof. We have the following calculation:
F+m|2n ◦F−m|2n =F+m|0 ◦F+0|2n ◦F−0|2n ◦F−m|0
=F+m|0 ◦ idΛ2n ◦F−m|0
= idS(Rm)m|2n . 
The action of derivatives and variables is summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. If g ∈ S(Rm)m|2n, then the following relations hold:
F±m|2n(∂xi g) = ∓iyiF±m|2n(g), F±m|2n(xi g) = ∓i∂yiF±m|2n(g),
F±m|2n(∂x`2i g) = ∓
i
2
y`2i−1F±m|2n(g), F±m|2n
(
x`2i g
)= ±2i∂ y`2i−1F±m|2n(g),
F±m|2n(∂x`2i−1 g) = ±
i
2
y`2iF±m|2n(g), F±m|2n
(
x`2i−1g
)= ∓2i∂ y`2iF±m|2n(g).
The action of the Dirac operator and the vector variable is given by
F±m|2n(∂x g) = ±iyF±m|2n(g), F±m|2n(g) = −y2F±m|2n(g),
F±m|2n(xg) = ±i∂yF±m|2n(g), F±m|2n(x2g) = −∂2yF±m|2n(g).
Proof. Immediate, using formula (5), Lemma 2 and the basic properties of the bosonic Fourier transform. 
We also have the following lemma concerning the Fourier transform of the convolution of two functions.
Lemma 4. Let f , g be elements of L1(Rm)m|2n. Then the following holds:
F±m|2n( f ∗ g) = (2π)M/2F±m|2n( f )F±m|2n(g).
Proof. We calculate the left-hand side as
(2π)M/2F±m|2n( f ∗ g) =
∫
Rm|2n,u
∫
Rm|2n,x
exp
(∓i〈u, y〉) f (u − x)g(x)
=
∫
Rm|2n,x
[ ∫
Rm|2n,u
exp
(∓i〈u − x, y〉) f (u − x)]exp (∓i〈x, y〉)g(x)
=
∫
Rm|2n,x
(2π)M/2F±m|2n( f )(y)exp
(∓i〈x, y〉)g(x)
= (2π)MF±m|2n( f )(y)F±m|2n(g)(y)
which completes the proof. 
Now we have the following full Parseval theorem.
Theorem 8 (Parseval). Let f , g ∈ L2(Rm)m|2n. Then the following holds:∫
Rm|2n,x
f (x)g(x) =
∫
Rm|2n,y
F±m|2n( f )(y)F±m|2n(g)(y).
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Let us now calculate the Fourier transform of the super Gaussian function:
F±m|2n
(
exp
(
x2/2
))=F±m|2n(exp(x2/2)exp(x`2/2))
=F±m|0
(
exp
(
x2/2
))F±0|2n(exp(x`2/2))
= exp(y2/2)exp( y` 2/2)
= exp(y2/2).
Theorems 2 and 4 can be merged into the following theorem. The proof makes extensive use of the Clifford–Hermite
polynomials introduced in Section 2.
Theorem 9. Let Hl(x) ∈Hl be a spherical harmonic of degree l. Then one has
F±m|2n
(
Hl(x)exp
(
x2/2
))
(y) = (±i)l Hl(y)exp
(
y2/2
)
.
Proof. Due to Theorem 1 it suﬃces to give the proof in the case where Hl(x) is of the following form:
Hl(x) = fk,l−2k− j, j Hbl−2k− j H fj
with
fk,l−2k− j, j
(
x2, x`2
)= k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
x2k−2i x`2i
and with Hbl−2k− j ∈Hbl−2k− j , H fj ∈H fj .
We then calculate the Fourier transform of Hl(x)exp(x2/2) as
F±m|2n
(
Hl(x)exp
(
x2/2
))
=F±m|2n
(
fk,l−2k− j, j Hbl−2k− j H
f
j exp
(
x2/2
))
= (−1)k
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
∂2k−2iy ∂2iy` F±m|2n
(
Hbl−2k− j H
f
j exp
(
x2/2
))
= (−1)k
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
∂2k−2iy ∂2iy` F±m|0
(
Hbl−2k− j exp
(
x2/2
))F±0|2n(H fj exp(x`2/2))
= (±i)l
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
∂2k−2iy ∂2iy` H
b
l−2k− j(y)exp
(
y2/2
)
H fj ( y`)exp
(
y` 2/2
)
= (±i)l
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
C˜H2k−2i,m,l−2k− j(y)C˜H2i,−2n, j( y`)Hbl−2k− j(y)exp
(
y2/2
)
H fj ( y`)exp
(
y` 2/2
)
.
So we still need to prove that
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
C˜H2k−2i,m,l−2k− j(y)C˜H2i,−2n, j( y`) = fk,l−2k− j, j
(
y2, y` 2
)
. (6)
The explicit form of the Clifford–Hermite polynomials (see [9, Theorem 5]) is given by
C˜H2t,M,k(y) =
t∑
i=0
22t−2i
(
t
i
)
(t + k + M/2)
(i + k + M/2) y
2i
or, in the case where M = −2n, by
C˜H2t,−2n,k(y) =
t∑
(−1)t−i22t−2i
(
t
i
)
(n − k − i)!
(n − k − t)! y
2i .i=0
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k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
C˜H2k−2i,m,l−2k− j(y)C˜H2i,−2n, j( y`)
=
k∑
i=0
k−i∑
p=0
i∑
q=0
22k−2p−2q(−1)i−q
(
k
i
)(
k − i
p
)(
i
q
)
(n − j − q)!
(m2 + p + l − 2k − j)
y2p y` 2q
=
k∑
p=0
k−p∑
q=0
k−p∑
i=q
22k−2p−2q(−1)i−q
(
k
i
)(
k − i
p
)(
i
q
)
(n − j − q)!
(m2 + p + l − 2k − j)
y2p y` 2q
=
k∑
p=0
k−p∑
q=0
22k−2p−2q(−1)q (n − j − q)!
(m2 + p + l − 2k − j)
y2p y` 2q
k−p∑
i=q
(−1)i
(
k
i
)(
k − i
p
)(
i
q
)
=
k∑
p=0
(
k
p
)
(n − j − k + p)!
(m2 + p + l − 2k − j)
y2p y` 2k−2p
=
k∑
i=0
(
k
i
)
(n − j − i)!
(m2 + l − k − j − i)
y2k−2i y` 2i
= fk,l−2k− j, j
(
y2, y` 2
)
since
k−p∑
i=q
(−1)i
(
k
i
)(
k − i
p
)(
i
q
)
=
{
(−1)q(kp) if k = p + q,
0 otherwise.
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As a consequence we obtain
Corollary 2. One has that
Hl(∂x)exp
(
x2/2
)= Hl(x)exp(x2/2)
where Hl(∂x) is the operator obtained by substituting xi → −∂xi , x`2i → 2∂x`2i−1 and x`2i−1 → −2∂x`2i in Hl(x).
Under mild assumptions on the super-dimension M we can prove the converse of the previous corollary.
Lemma 5. Suppose M /∈ −2N. If p(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k satisfying
p(∂x)exp
(
x2/2
)= p(x)exp(x2/2)
then p(x) ∈Hk.
Proof. As M /∈ −2N, p can be developed in a Fischer decomposition (see [11]):
p =
	k/2
∑
j=0
x2 j Hk−2 j
with Hk−2 j ∈Hk−2 j . We then have that
p(∂x)exp
(
x2/2
)= 	k/2
∑
j=0
 j Hk−2 j(∂x)exp
(
x2/2
)
=
	k/2
∑
j=0
 j Hk−2 j(x)exp
(
x2/2
)
=
	k/2
∑
C˜H2 j,M,k−2 j(x)Hk−2 j(x)exp
(
x2/2
)
j=0
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p(∂x)exp
(
x2/2
)= p(x)exp(x2/2)
if and only if p(x) = Hk(x). 
Now we can construct an eigenfunction basis of the super Fourier transform. We consider, as in Section 2, the set of
functions φ j,k,l(x) deﬁned by
φ j,k,l(x) = (∂x + x) jM(l)k exp x2/2= CH j,M,k(x)M(l)k exp x2/2
which form a basis for S(Rm)m|2n if M /∈ −2N.
We calculate the Fourier transform of these functions; we obtain
F±m|2n
(
φ j,k,l(x)
)=F±m|2n((∂x + x) jM(l)k exp x2/2)
= (±i) j(∂y + y) jF±m|2n
(
M(l)k exp x
2/2
)
= (±i) j(±i)k(∂y + y) jM(l)k exp y2/2
= (±i) j+kφ j,k,l(y)
= e±i( j+k) π2 φ j,k,l(y)
where we have used Theorem 9 and Lemma 3. This means that the Fourier transform rotates the basic functions over a
multiple of a right angle.
Similarly, we obtain that the Fourier transform acts on the scalar basis ψ j,k,l(x) as
F±m|2n
(
ψ j,k,l(x)
)= e±i(2 j+k) π2 ψ j,k,l(y).
On the other hand we have that the functions φ j,k,l(x) are solutions of a super harmonic oscillator (see [9]). This means
that they satisfy
1
2
(
 − x2)φ j,k,l(x) = (M2 + ( j + k)
)
φ j,k,l(x).
This implies that the operator exponential K deﬁned by
K± = exp± iπ
4
(
 − x2 − M)
satisﬁes
K±φ j,k,l(x) = e±i( j+k) π2 φ j,k,l(x)
and thus equals the Fourier transform. In this way we have proven the following theorem.
Theorem 10. The super Fourier transform is the operator exponential
F±m|2n = exp±
iπ
4
(
 − x2 − M).
5. Fundamental solution of the super Laplace operator
We do not aim at developing a complete theory of the Fourier transform on distributions in superspace in this section.
We restrict ourselves to what is necessary for establishing the fundamental solution of the super Laplace operator .
We ﬁrst calculate the Fourier transform of the super Dirac distribution. This yields
F±m|2n
(
δ(x)
)=F±m|0(δ(x))F±0|2n(πnn! x`2n
)
= (2π)−M/2.
Fourier transformation of the super Poisson equation  f (x) = δ(x) then yields the algebraic equation
−y2F (y) = (2π)−M/2
with F (y) =F±m|2n( f ). Assuming m > 0, we have that
(
y2
)−1 = y−2(1+ y` 2
y2
)−1
= y−2
n∑
(−1)k
(
y` 2
y2
)k
.k=0
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distribution:
F (y) = −(2π)−M/2 y−2
n∑
k=0
(−1)k
(
y`2
y2
)k
.
We obtain that
f (x) = −(2π)−M/2
n∑
k=0
(−1)kF∓m|0
(
y−2k−2
)F∓0|2n( y` 2k)
= −(2π)−M/2
n∑
k=0
(−1)kF∓m|0
(
y−2k−2
)
22k−n k!
(n − k)! x`
2n−2k
= πn
n∑
k=0
22kk!
(n − k)!F
∓
m|0
(
(2π)−m/2
r2k+2
)
x`2n−2k
with r2 = −y2. In this expression, (2π)−m/2r−2k−2 is nothing else but the Fourier transform in distributional sense of the
fundamental solution of the (k + 1)th power of the classical Laplace operator (see e.g. [15]). Denoting this fundamental
solution by νm|02k+2 we ﬁnd that
f (x) = πn
n∑
k=0
22kk!
(n − k)!ν
m|0
2k+2 x`
2n−2k
.
This result is the same as the one obtained in [8] using a completely different method. The Fourier method described in
this section can also be used to construct a fundamental solution for the operator l . Its main advantage over the one given
in [8] is that no technical lemma of a combinatorial nature is needed.
6. The fractional Fourier transform
An extension of the fractional Fourier transform (see [21] and references therein) to superspace may be introduced by
Fam|2n = exp
iaπ
4
(
 − x2 − M),
where a ∈ [−1,1]. The case a = ±1 is the Fourier transform studied in Section 4.
It is easy to see that this transform acts on the basis φ j,k,l(x) as follows:
Fam|2n
(
φ j,k,l(x)
)= eia( j+k) π2 φ j,k,l(x).
The fractional Fourier transform thus rotates the basic functions over a multiple of the angle α = aπ/2.
The following theorem is easily proven.
Theorem 11. The fractional Fourier transform satisﬁes
Fa+bm|2n =Fam|2n ◦Fbm|2n =Fbm|2n ◦Fam|2n.
The inverse of the fractional Fourier transform is then immediately obtained
Fam|2n ◦F−am|2n = idS(Rm)m|2n =F−am|2n ◦Fam|2n.
Now we construct an integral representation of the fractional Fourier transform. In the following lemma we study the
fermionic case with only two variables.
Lemma 6. The fractional Fourier transform in two anti-commuting variables has the following integral representation:
Fa0|2 = π
(
1− e2iα) ∫
B,x
exp
2eiα( y`2 x`1 − y`1 x`2) + (1+ e2iα)(x`1 x`2 + y`1 y`2)
2− 2e2iα (7)
with α = aπ/2.
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Fa0|2 = exp iαH
with α = aπ/2 and with H = 2∂x`1∂x`2 − x`1 x`2/2 + 1. This operator Fa0|2 acts on Λ2 = span(1, x`1, x`2, x`1 x`2). Calculating the
iterated action of H on this basis yields
Hk(1) = 1
4
2k
(
2− x`1 x`2
)
,
Hk
(
x`1
)= x`1,
Hk
(
x`2
)= x`2,
Hk
(
x`1 x`2
)= −1
2
2k
(
2− x`1 x`2
)
.
Using these results we ﬁnd that the fractional Fourier transform acts on this basis as
Fa0|2(1) =
1
2
(
1+ e2iα)+ 1
4
(
1− e2iα)x`1 x`2,
Fa0|2
(
x`1
)= eiα x`1,
Fa0|2
(
x`2
)= eiα x`2,
Fa0|2
(
x`1 x`2
)= (1− e2iα)+ 1
2
(
1+ e2iα)x`1 x`2.
Requiring the integral operator∫
B,x
F (x, y)
with
F (x, y) = π( f0(y)+ f1(y)x`1 + f2(y)x`2 + f12(y)x`1 x`2)
and where f0(y), f1(y), f2(y) and f12(y) are still to be determined, to equal Fa0|2 when acting on Λ2, we obtain that
F (x, y) = π
((
1− e2iα)+ 1
2
(
1+ e2iα) y`1 y`2 + eiα[ y`2 x`1 − y`1 x`2]+ [12 (1+ e2iα)+ 14 (1− e2iα) y`1 y`2
]
x`1 x`2
)
.
It is now easy to check that expanding the kernel given in formula (7) yields the same result. 
Using this lemma we obtain the following integral representation of the general fractional Fourier transform.
Theorem 12. One has that
Fam|2n =
(
π
(
1− e2iα))−M/2 ∫
Rm
dV (x)
∫
B,x
exp
−4eiα〈x, y〉 + (1+ e2iα)(x2 + y2)
2− 2e2iα .
Proof. By deﬁnition we have that
Fam|2n = exp iα/2
(
 − x2 − M).
We can evaluate this exponential as
Fam|2n = exp iα/2
(
b − x2 −m
)
exp iα/2
(
 f − x`2 + 2n
)
=Fam|0 exp iα
(
4
∑
j
∂x`2 j−1∂x`2 j −
1
2
∑
j
x`2 j−1 x`2 j + 2n
)
=Fam|0
∏
j
exp iα
(
2∂x`2 j−1∂x`2 j −
1
2
x`2 j−1 x`2 j + 1
)
.
The integral representation of the bosonic fractional Fourier transform is given by (see [21])
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(
π
(
1− e2iα))−m/2 ∫
Rm
dV (x)exp
−4eiα〈x, y〉 + (1+ e2iα)(x2 + y2)
2− 2e2iα .
Combining this formula with Lemma 6 gives the desired result. 
Remark 2. Note again that the kernel of the fractional Fourier transform is symmetric: K (x, y) = K (y, x). Moreover, it would
be impossible to introduce a fractional power of the Fourier transform in fermionic space using an orthogonal kernel. Indeed,
if so we would not dispose of a Laplace operator nor of a generalization of the norm squared of a vector since x`2i = 0 = ∂2x`i .
Remark 3. Note that we could also study a slightly more general transform, where we choose α independently for each
commuting variable and each pair of anti-commuting variables.
In the following lemma we give the basic calculus properties of the fractional Fourier transform.
Lemma 7. If g ∈ S(Rm)m|2n, then the following relations hold:
Fam|2n(∂xi g) = [cosα∂yi − i sinαyi]Fam|2n(g),
Fam|2n(∂x`2i g) =
[
cosα∂ y`2i −
i
2
sinα y`2i−1
]
Fam|2n(g),
Fam|2n(∂x`2i−1 g) =
[
cosα∂ y`2i−1 +
i
2
sinα y`2i
]
Fam|2n(g),
Fam|2n(xi g) = [−i sinα∂yi + cosαyi]Fam|2n(g),
Fam|2n
(
x`2i g
)= [2i sinα∂ y`2i−1 + cosα y`2i]Fam|2n(g),
Fam|2n
(
x`2i−1g
)= [−2i sinα∂ y`2i + cosα y`2i−1]Fam|2n(g).
As a consequence one has that
Fam|2n
(
(∂x + x)g
)= eiα(∂x + x)Fam|2n(g).
Proof. The formulae for xi and ∂xi can be found in [21].
The formulae for x`i and ∂x`i follow by explicitly computing the action of Fa0|2 on x`i g and on ∂x`i g with g ∈ Λ2.
Note that in the case where α = ±π/2 we reobtain Lemma 3. 
7. The Radon transform in superspace
The classical Radon transform in Rm is deﬁned by
Rm|0( f )(ω, p) =
∫
Rm
δ(x ·ω − p) f (x)dV (x).
It is a transform which maps a function deﬁned on Rm to the integral of this function over all hyperplanes in Rm , i.e. to
a function deﬁned on the half cylinder Sm−1 × R+ with co-ordinates (ω, p). For the mathematical theory of the Radon
transform we refer the reader to e.g. [16]. A nice overview of its properties and applications can be found in [12].
In this section we will use the connection between the Radon transform and the Fourier transform for its deﬁnition in
superspace. This connection is expressed by the following theorem (see [16]).
Theorem 13 (Central-slice). One has that
Rm|0( f )(ω, p) = (2π)m2 −1
∞∫
−∞
eiprF−m|0( f )(rω)dr.
This theorem says that the Radon transform of a function f is obtained by ﬁrst taking the Fourier transform of the
function, followed by a second Fourier transform with respect to the radius r. As we have developed in the foregoing
sections a general theory of Fourier transforms in superspace, we are able to use this relation as a deﬁnition of a super
Radon transform.
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Rm|2n( f )(ω, p) = (2π) M2 −1
∞∫
−∞
eipr
[F−m|2n( f )(rω) mod ω2 + 1]dr.
In this deﬁnition ω2 =∑nj=1 ω`2 j−1ω`2 j −∑mj=1ω2j = −1 is the algebraic relation deﬁning the super-sphere (see [11]).
Also note that the transform is only well deﬁned if m = 0. There is no purely fermionic Radon transform.
This Radon transform has the following basic properties.
Lemma 8. If f ∈ S(Rm)m|2n, then one has
Rm|2n(∂xi g) = ωi
∂
∂p
Rm|2n(g),
Rm|2n(∂x`2i g) =
1
2
ω`2i−1
∂
∂p
Rm|2n(g),
Rm|2n(∂x`2i−1 g) = −
1
2
ω`2i
∂
∂p
Rm|2n(g).
Proof. Immediate, using Lemma 3. 
Now we compute the generalized Radon transform of a well-chosen basis ψ˜ j,k,l(x) of S(Rm) ⊗ Λ2n . Indeed, if we put
ψ˜ j,k,l(x) = (∂x)2 j H(l)k exp x2/2 = C˜H2 j,M,k(x)H(l)k exp x2/2,
we can calculate that
Rm|2n(ψ˜ j,k,l) = (−ω)2 j
(
∂
∂p
)2 j
Rm|2n
(
H(l)k exp x
2/2
)
= (−1) j(2π) M2 −1
(
∂
∂p
)2 j ∞∫
−∞
eiprF−m|2n
(
H(l)k exp x
2/2
)
(rω)dr
= (−1) j(2π) M2 −1(−i)k
(
∂
∂p
)2 j ∞∫
−∞
eipr H(l)k (ω)r
k exp−r2/2dr
= (−1) j(2π) M2 −1(−i)k
(
∂
∂p
)2 j+k
(−i)k
∞∫
−∞
eipr exp−r2/2dr H(l)k (ω)
= (−1) j(2π) M−12 (−1)2 j+k
(
∂
∂p
)2 j+k
exp−p2/2H(l)k (ω)
= (−1) j(2π) M−12 H˜2 j+k(p)exp−p2/2H(l)k (ω)
with H˜2 j+k(p) the classical Hermite polynomial of degree 2 j + k.
Hence we may conclude that the Radon transform maps the basis ψ˜ j,k,l(x) of S(Rm) ⊗Λ2n into S(R) ⊗ (⊕∞i=0Hi).
8. Conclusions
In this paper we have studied the Fourier transform in superspace from a new point of view, namely that of Clifford
analysis. The main difference between our approach and previous work on this subject is the fact that we use a kernel,
the fermionic part of which is invariant under symplectic changes of variables, instead of orthogonal ones. We have proven
several basic properties of this transform. We have also constructed an eigenfunction basis of the transform using the
Clifford–Hermite polynomials. This led us to an operator-exponential expression for the Fourier transform, enabling us to
introduce a fractional Fourier transform. A closed form of this operator was subsequently obtained. Finally we have used
the Fourier transform to deﬁne a Radon transform in superspace using the central-slice theorem. Again we have shown that
this transform behaves nicely with respect to the Clifford–Hermite polynomials.
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